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The KOTO experiment at J-PARC aims to explore physics beyond the Standard Model
(SM) by measuring the branching ratio of the KL → π0νν̄ decay, predicted by the SM to be
(3.0±0.3)×10−11[1] and is characterized by a pair of photons from the π0 decay and no other
detected particles. The decay is identified by observing two photons with a large transverse
momentum on an undoped Cesium Iodide (CsI) electromagnetic calorimeter and no other signals
on the hermetic veto counters around the decay region.

Kaons which decay outside the beam line with two photons in the final state, such as KL → γγ

and KL→ π+π−π0, can appear to have a large transverse momentum due to kaon scattering and
beam interaction with the detector components. These off-axis kaon decay events can impact the
measurement of the KL → π0νν̄ branching ratio. An Aluminum target inserted at the upstream
of the KOTO detector was used to study the kaon beam profile, which provided the vertex infor-
mation of off-axis kaon decays. The beam profile provided insights on background contributions
to the signal. Studies on the kaon beam profile and background estimation from kaon scattering
is presented in this paper.
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1. Introduction1
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Figure 1: Illustration of a scattered KL→ γγ being reconstructed onto
the beam line.

In the KOTO experiment,2

the KL → π0νν̄ signal is iden-3

tified by observing two photons4

on the CsI calorimeter with a5

large transverse momentum, and6

no activities on the hermetic veto7

counters. The event reconstruc-8

tion in the KOTO detector as-9

sumes the decay originated from10

the neutral beam line. Conse-11

quently, decay modes with two photons in the final state and decay off the beam line, such as12

scattered KL→ γγ and KL→ π+π−π0 decays from scattered kaons, can appear to possess a large13

transverse momentum in the event reconstruction, as shown in Fig. 1.14

2. Methods15

A removable Aluminum target (Al-target) located in front of the vacuum window was used to16

study the beam profile of scattered kaons. Backgrounds from the scattered kaons at the vacuum17

window can be estimated and scaled using the material density and thickness between the Al-target18

and the vacuum window, which was made of Kapton. The KL→ 3π0 events were selected for this19

study because the background contamination was small. Instead of using the beam line constraint,20

this study reconstructed events onto the Center-of-Energy (COE) axis, where the COE position21

was defined as the weighted average of electromagnetic shower positions on the CsI with their22

energies. The reconstructed KL–decay vertex positions and momentum were fed into Monte Carlo23

simulations as seeds to generate scattered kaons. Several event selection criteria on KL → π0νν̄24

were applied in this study.25

3. Results26

Figure 2: Remaining KL → γγ background distribu-
tion from 6×107 scattered kaons on the reconstructed
PT − Z plane. The number of events in each region
was shown.

The KL scattering rate at the vacuum win-27

dow, calculated and scaled from the Al-target28

using KL→ 3π0 events, was 4.66×10−4. In the29

2015 runs, corresponding to 4.58× 1012 kaons30

with the single event sensitivity of 1.30×10−9,31

the scattered KL → γγ background contribution32

was 0.014± 0.001, as shown in Fig. 2. Veto33

detectors effectively reduced scattered KL →34

π+π−π0 background, and the upper limit from35

this background was calculated to be 7×10−13.36
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